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WHAT IS THE DRIFT INTEGRATION FOR SUGAR SELL?
The Drift Integration for Sugar Sell is a simple and affordable way to connect 
your Drift platform to Sugar Sell. The goal is to make it easy for companies 
to collect and sync all data gathered during a Drift conversation into a 
Sugar Sell lead record. Now, users can ensure data is collected without the 
headache of migrating that information manually. 

WHAT PROBLEMS DOES THE DRIFT INTEGRATION 
FOR SUGAR SELL SOLVE?

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS 
OF THE DRIFT INTEGRATION 
FOR SUGAR SELL?

Seamless, Real-Time Data Sync 
Are you tired of manually creating lead records within Sugar Sell 
from conversations with hot prospects via your Drift chatbot 
platform? Leave those tedious tasks in the past by checking 
out the Drift for Sugar Sell Integration by BrainSell! With a single 
click, marketing and sales professionals can automatically create 
a lead record within Sugar Sell that populates with information 
gained during the conversation through Drift.

Reduce Complexity
Based on the Drift platform’s playbook, the integration can 
automatically pull name, company, and contact information and 
then create the lead record within Sugar Sell. Along with that, 
the integration will also include the entire chat history with the 
prospect. This provides additional insight into past engagement, 
so future conversations are relevant, contextual, and compelling.

All Your Data, Right Where You Need It
Having accurate data continuously synced between Drift and 
Sugar Sell leads to a better understanding of buyer expectations, 
as well as a clear understanding of their path to purchase. This 
positions reps to offer consistently genuine and personalized 
customer experiences with the right messaging based on past 
webchat conversations.

Automated data flow 
between both systems.

Less manual data 
processes streamline 
employee workflows.

Holistic visibility 
into website visitor 
engagement.

Maximize efficiency.

Connect Webchat to 
CRM to Streamline 
Data Flows
Your simple solution for bidirectional data sync between Drift and Sugar Sell!

The Drift Integration for Sugar Sell 
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Bidirectional Data Sync in Near-Real-Time
No matter the platform you are currently using, data can 
be quickly and efficiently synched to the other platform 
with a simple button press — or even automatically!

WHAT ARE THE KEY CAPABILITIES 
OF THE DRIFT INTEGRATION FOR 
SUGAR SELL?

BDRs and SDRs that spend most of their time 
engaging prospective customers on their 
website via Drift can now rest assured that all 
information from their conversation is tracked. 
This allows them to focus on providing a 
relevant and contextual experience, all while 
the integration ensures lead records are 
updating in real time.

Sales teams now gain deeper insights into 
buyer preferences and expectations with 
access to chat transcripts. This allows for better 
personalization with sales conversations. Also, 
having this data in real time helps sales reps 
engage prospects promptly, which can lead to 
quicker sales cycles and happier customers.

Business leaders benefit from having a 
streamlined data flow between their business 
functions. Accurate data fuels successfully 
growing businesses; heads of business can rest 
assured that they have all the data they need to 
make strategic decisions that keep moving the 
company forward.

Marketing teams now have a streamlined way 
to collect lead information without having to sit 
and wait for a prospect to fill out a form. Now, 
lead information is gathered as simply as a chat 
conversation. The ability to also save transcripts 
to the lead record also provide additional 
insights to provide more relevant messaging in 
nurture efforts.

Business/Sales Development Reps Marketing Teams

Sales Teams Business Leaders

Automatically create lead records within 
Sugar Sell while in the Drift platform.

Populate lead records with demographic 
information based on the Drift 
conversation.

Keep complete transcripts of Drift 
conversations within prospects’ lead 
records in Sugar Sell.

Specifically, the Drift Integration for Sugar 
Sell allows users to:

SCHEDULE A DEMO

Who Benefits from the Drift Integration for Sugar Sell?
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